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Abstract. Studying solar filaments can help in understanding the distribution of large-scale field in the solar
atmosphere and provide useful insights into the nature of the solar magnetic field. Recently, the National
Astronomical Observatory of the Chinese Academy of Sciences has collected huge volumes of data about solar
filaments from several international observing stations for nearly 100 years. Designing a database, as well as
establishing a networked tool for making the best of it, are necessary to provide efficient and convenient access
to the data for researchers. In this study, we introduce a solar filament database, involving digital image data of
nearly 45 terabytes, based on MySQL and a data management platform named database management system of
hundred years of solar filament archives (http://faste.ctgu.edu.cn) that adopts Browser/Server mode and is
written in the Java programming language. From this data system, users can realise multi-property query on the
basis of demands, download data under multiple conditions, perform visual query for information on one single
filament, view long-term data statistics of filament properties, and implement extensions and management of
the database.
Keywords. Sun: filaments—prominences—Sun: activity—Astronomical databases: catalogues.

1. Introduction
Solar filaments (or prominences) are relatively cool
and dense plasmas suspended in the solar corona
(Tandberg-Hanssen 1995, 1998). They are well
observed in Ha, either in absorption against the disc or
in emission at the solar limb (McIntosh 1972; Martin
1998). Many observations indicate that they are usually formed in the filament channel along the polarity
inversion line between opposite magnetic polarities
(Martin 1990). These characteristics help in understanding the solar magnetic field by studying the
eruption of filaments (Low 1988; Minarovjech et al.
1998; Rusin et al. 1998, 2000). During filament
eruption, a large-scale instability destroys the quasistatic equilibrium state of the filament. Therefore,

filament eruption is closely related to solar activities,
such as flares and coronal mass ejections, which lead
to hazardous space weather (Gopalswamy et al. 2003;
Jing et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2008; Shibata et al. 2011;
Zhang et al. 2012). In addition, explorations and
researches on the long-term variation of filament
distribution are also of great practical significance
(Hao et al. 2015).
With progress in observing technology and innovation, huge amounts of data have been accumulated from
the middle of the 19th century until today. Regarding
sunspots, many researchers have considered that filaments are also vital indicators of solar activities (Coffey
et al. 1998; Li et al. 2008, 2010; Gao et al. 2008; Hao
et al. 2013; Zou et al. 2014). However, modern data
management tools (e.g., Sunspot Index Data Center
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(SIDC),1 which has been in operation since January 1981
(Vanlommel et al. 2004)) are still insufficient because of
the huge volume of observational data, problems with
storage, image transmission and image processing. Most
researchers still have to repeat detecting filaments and
extracting parameters related to their activities due to the
lack of information sharing. Generally, the larger the
observational data are, the more complex the data processing operation will be. Although some FTP sites are
available, we can directly acquire data (e.g., NOAA
website.2) Thus, the gap in network sharing of filament
data must be addressed by developing a tool for
managing and searching efficiently on the Internet.
In a recent study on solar filaments, Lin et al. (2020)
proposed a new comprehensive data set of solar filaments of 100-year interval, which covers the Ha data
from five observatories in the world. Jobs of data fusion,
extraction of timestamp information, and physical
parameter extraction for the task have been completed
by the National Astronomical Observatories, Chinese
Academy of Sciences (NAOC). For example, Zhu et al.
(2019) processed and extracted all parameters and
adopted a U-Net deep convolutional network to
improve the efficiency of filament information extraction. The improved method can recognise filaments
accurately and avoid the effects of many noise points;
however, it may extract wrong results in images of
apparently uneven intensity and carry the risk of falling
into local optimum. After preparations, the query and
management of the new comprehensive data set must be
solved by modern technical approaches. In this case, we
set up the database and a tool named the database
management system of hundred years of solar filament
archive (DMS) to extract the scientific value of these
data and study solar activities.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2
introduces the process of data acquisition from image
information to digital information. Section 3 presents
the design and implementation of solar filament data
management system and system functions. Finally,
our conclusions are presented in Section 4.
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Table 1. Data files collected from five observatories.
Observatory
HSOS
BBSO
KSO
NSO
KOSO

Period

Size on disk

2000–2018
1988–1994, 2000–2017
1973–2015
1963–2003
1912–1973

8.1 TB
2.1 TB
5.1 TB
30 TB
680 GB

National Solar Observatory (NSO, USA), Kanzelhoehe Solar Observatory (KSO, Austria), and Kodaikanal Solar Observatory (KOSO, India). Lin et al.
(2020) introduced the data in detail. After processing,
we obtained the files in Java Script Object Notation
(JSON). Each file consists of information on Ha fulldisc solar images and parameters of filament properties. In this study, we used the function provided by
the database management system (DMS) to parse and
upload them. The data ultimately stored in the database are shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4. In the database,
the unit of length used is megametre, and the unit of
area is square megametre.
For full-disc solar images, image ID, observing
time, observing station, and image size measured in
terms of radius are listed in Table 2.
For filaments, filament ID, filament number, area,
longitude, latitude, perimeter, tilt angle, length of the
filament skeleton, average width, Euclidean distance
between the start and end points of the skeleton,
skeleton strength, and branch numbers are listed in
Table 3.
For filament barbs, barb ID, angle between barbs,
and filament skeleton coordinates are presented in
Table 4.
The original observational image, the filament and
the filament barb have a one-to-many relationship.
The relationship diagram of the data mode is shown in
Figure 1. Designing the relational database in this
manner can save storage space.

3. Implementation of system function
2. Data source
3.1 Architecture design
Table 1 shows the timespan of data from five observatories, namely Huairou Observatory (HSOS,
China), Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO, USA),
1

http://sidc.oma.be.
ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/space-weather/solar-data/solar-fea
tures/prominences-filaments/filaments/.

2

The DMS system adopts the model view controller
(MVC) architecture style, which separates software
into models that encapsulate the business logic and
data structures, views that define the user interface,
and controllers that control the process and respond to
the events. The MVC mode is a software engineering
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Table 2. Information on full-disc solar images. P_Id is a unique number to identify every image, image size is width 
height pixels, X and Y are the centre points of the solar disc, and R is the radius of the image.
P_Id
1
2
3

Time of obsn.

Station

Width

Height

X

Y

R

2004-01-16 19:50:38
2004-01-19 20:19:58
2004-01-20 16:29:43

BBSO
BBSO
BBSO

1833
1856
1836

1833
1856
1836

919
935
920

919
935
920

869
911
897

Table 3. Information on solar filaments. F_Id is a unique
number to identify every filament, and Tables 2 and 3 can
be related by P_Id and F_Id.
F_Id P_Id No. Area Long. Lat. Perimeter Angle
14
15
16
Length
140
32
16

1
2
3

1
2
3

1258
187
184

22
43
32

-32
11
-70

288
61
45

-76
-41
-8

Width

Distance

Intensity

Barb_Num

22
8
9

77
33
11

16910
17117
15819

13
4
3

Table 4. Information on filament barbs. B_Id is a unique
number to identify every barb, and Tables 3 and 4 can be
related by B_Id and F_Id.
B_Id

F_Id

Angle

84
85
86

34
34
34

87.9412133
53.64344196
88.12024192

architecture model, first proposed by Trygve Reenskaug in 1979. The core of MVC design is to separate
presentation and business logic in software implementation. This pattern simplifies the complexity of
the original software design, makes the program
structure more intuitive, and realizes software hierarchical design and layer decoupling. The three parts of
the MVC mode coordinate with task requests under
the mechanism of keeping contact and independence.
The relationships among components of the DMS are
illustrated in Figure 2.

3.2 Detailed functional design
At present, the data system has been basically built
successfully, mainly including the three functions
querying, managing and statistics, as shown in
Figure 3.

3.2.1 Functional
design:
multi-property
query Results of multiproperty query are shown in
Figure 4. The multi-property query supports
observation time, observing station, longitude,
latitude, skeleton length, area, angle, perimeter,
average width, Euclidean distance, intensity, barbs
and other range queries. Users can download all
results at any place of convenience. Each line in the
table describes information on one filament. If the
researcher needs to know more about a single
filament, then the button behind each piece of data
must be clicked to a new page. As shown in Figure 5,
a table contains digital information on filaments from
one image, and a superposed image contains the
numbers corresponding with the numbers in the
column ‘num’ of the table. The superposed images
are made of enhanced and binary images. On the
webpage, we set the resolutions of superposed images
to 600  600 pixels to have an approximate handle of
size, shape and position of filaments. Original images
can be saved, but not superposed images. The images
of the filaments are shown in detail in Figure 6.
3.2.2 Functional design – statistics We obtain
mainly three types of statistical graphs from the data
and preliminary results. The first type is the butterfly
diagram revealed by Carrington (1858). This wellknown diagram demonstrates the regularity of latitude
distribution and was named by Maunder (1913, 1922).
Some researchers have considered that solar filaments
also exhibit this interesting phenomenon (Hao et al.
2013, 2015; Zou et al. 2014; Tlatov et al. 2016;
Chatterjee et al. 2017; Mazumder et al. 2018). By
understanding the statistics of filament distribution,
users can know about the well-known period and the
special features. In the DMS, we extract the data of
the first observational image every day to make a
scatter diagram according to Hao’s method (Hao et al.
2015). When plotting, users can select the time
interval themselves. In each graph, the horizontal
axis represents time calculated using the formula year
þ month/12 þ day/12/30, and the vertical axis
represents latitude of filaments. The colours indicate
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Figure 1. Original observational image, filaments and filament barbs in one-to-many relationships. Rectangles denote
entities, and diamonds represent relationships between these entities.

Figure 2. DMS structure. The system mainly contains three parts: query, statistics and management.

Figure 3. MVC mode structure. Models can directly handle the database. Controllers are dispatchers that control the flow
of the application program and assume the coordinating role between views and models. Views only realise the interactive
data flow.

filament areas. Similar butterfly diagrams and polar
rush are shown in Figure 7.
Some results about filament numbers are as follows.
Filaments along the latitude have an even distribution of
data, but are not evenly distributed along the longitude
(Mazumder et al. 2018). The distribution of filament
numbers along the latitude is double-peaked (Hao et al.
2015; Gilbert et al. 2018). Similar to the variation of
sunspot numbers, filament number variation also has
the characteristic of cyclicity with time (Li et al. 2010;
Hao et al. 2015). To help researchers have a general
understanding of the yearly evolution and latitudinal
distribution of filament numbers, we make two types of
chart for filament features: one to count the filament
numbers for the filament property in different years

(Figure 8), and the other to count the filament numbers
for the filament property in different latitudes (Figure 9). Data for each year or each latitude interval are
divided into four groups. For example, four colours of
bars are shown in Figure 8. Different colours represent
different intervals of area, and the height of bars shows
the number of filaments. Changes in height of the purple
bars show the yearly evolution of filament numbers
whose area \250 Mm2 , for instance. When plotting,
users can choose the filament property and intervals of
property. In the box shown in Figure 8, some widgets
are introduced to simplify user operations, such as
dragging, data view, graphics transformation between
histogram and line chart, which enhance users’ experience and empower users to extract, perceive and
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Figure 4. Part of the results after multi-property query. ‘Fila ID’ ensures uniqueness. The unit of length is megametre,
and the unit of area is square megametre.

Figure 5. Webpage of visual query. When the user’s mouse hovers over the markers, the corresponding information will
show above the ‘num’. Marked numbers correspond to the column ‘num’ in the table.

integrate information. Some preliminary results can be
obtained from the two examples (Figures 8 and 9). All
statistical results can be saved in portable network
graphics (PNG) file format.
3.2.3 Functional design – database management We set up the authentication function to
improve the security of this system. After identification
authentication, the administrator can acquire full
administrative rights to perform all the subsequent
steps. When expanding the database, hundreds of files
in JSON format are simultaneously imported at a time
and return status such as ‘file upload successful’ and ‘file
exists’ upon successful completion of the uploading.
Data can also be modified or deleted bythe managers
through a unique image ID or filament ID.

Figure 6. Superposed image from the webpage of visual
query. The resolution of the image is 600  600 pixels.
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Figure 7. Butterfly diagram. Users can select the time range (bottom) and area range (right) by dragging the mouse across
the chosen range. A darker point implies a larger area.

Figure 8. Statistics on yearly evolution of filaments. Different colours represent different intervals of area, and the height
of the bars shows the number of filaments. For example, changes in height of purple bars show the yearly evolution of
filament numbers whose area is less than 250 Mm2. Users can select the display time range (bottom) by dragging the mouse
across the chosen range.

Figure 9. Statistics about latitudinal distributions. Detailed information is available in Figure 8.

4. Conclusions
The DMS is helpful for the researcher community,
teachers, amateur astronomers and students. Visitors
can browse and download a large amount of solar

filament data quickly and easily and analyse filament
evolutions and distributions by statistics through the
DMS. In future, the function of filament tracing will
be expanded in the system to provide vivid and intuitive movement and variation of solar filaments.
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